CORPORATE OVERVIEW

Novetta is an advanced analytics company that bridges the gap between what our
clients currently can do and what they aspire to achieve by solving complex problems.

WHO IS NOVETTA?
Novetta is an advanced analytics company that bridges the gap between what our clients currently can
do and what they aspire to achieve by solving complex problems. We do this by helping our clients
find clarity from complexity in dealing with massive disparate data sets that were never intended to be
analyzed together. By mastering scale and speed our advanced analytics solutions deliver the actionable
insights needed to help our customers detect threat and fraud, protect high value networks and improve
the bottom line.
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Novetta Mission Analytics

OUR HERITAGE
Novetta has deep roots supporting the US government’s national security mission with a heritage that
includes more than 25 years of real-world success in big data. Novetta has a history of providing missioncritical solutions to national security customers and the intelligence community in areas such as biometrics,
digital forensics, discovery analytics, geospatial intelligence, social networks, etc.

WHAT MAKES NOVETTA DIFFERENT?
Great people. Missions that matter. We have super smart technologists from a broad spectrum of
disciplines who employ fresh approaches to solve some of the most difficult challenges organizations face.
Advanced analytics at speed and scale. We work with some of the world’s largest data sets for customers
who demand security and speed, measured in billions and seconds rather than millions and minutes.
Disruptive. Our technologies and solutions are often disruptive in that they solve particularly tough
problems not addressed by other enterprise offerings. In our labs we are working on cool areas of analytics
like rich media indexing and cloud based data fusion.
Employee Focused. We value our over 750 employees and demonstrate our commitment to them by
providing outstanding benefits, career leadership and development, and opportunities to work on
challenges of national significance.
Visit our blog - Novetta Nexus - at www.novetta.com.
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